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Optimization Value of Springback for Aircraft Panel 
after Stretching Process 
 

The purpose of this work is to simulate the process of stretching the aluminium profile using the 
ABAQUS/CAE software and the finite element method. This problem is relevant for many parts of the agricultural 
technology, automobile and aerospace industry and the choice of their optimal values is very difficult, since it depends 
on many factors. The research methods used in the past were based on an empirically-intuitive basis. The main content 
of the presented work includes numerical modelling with a detailed description of the sequential operations undertaken 
to achieve the optimum value of springback. In the process of searching for the optimum value of springback of the 
material, the use of the ABAQUS/CAE software made it possible to visualize the presented process by the example of 
an aluminium alloy, to perform a number of experiments with different distances and stretching angles. The use of 
such a modelling system for details of the aerospace industry will significantly reduce the number of experiments, and, 
consequently, reduce the costs of conducting them. 
ABAQUS software, numerical simulation, Aircraft panel, Stretch 
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Introduction. Stretch forming process, is one of the sheet metal forming, used in the 
field of aerospace manufacturing industry and high-speed train parts. In the 
aerospace industrial, many parts made from sheet metals such as wing-fuselage and saddle 
panels, as these formed the sheet parts, however, there are many defects, including spring-
back. Also, defects such as excessive thinning, coarse grains and bulging can be controlled by 
multi-step forming, etc. [1, 2]. In order to control springback effectively or to minimize the 
adverse impact of spring-still need further technical improvement. The springback amount is 
affected by both the material properties and the forming process. There are many researches 
done on stretch forming process parameters in an effort to minimize springback [3, 4]. 
However, one important element in controlling springback in the forming process of sheet 
metals is to design the die profile, springback. In the past compensation methods in sheet 
metal stretch forming processes, was dependent on the experience of the die designer. These 
methods were based on the (experimental) trial and error to achieve the ultimate shape of a 
target part. After the emergence of computer technology, sheet metal stretch forming 
processes can be analyzed prior to experiments using the finite element method (FEM), FEM 
became the basis of springback compensation methods [5-7]. 

Properties of the Material. For the hardening behavior of the aluminum alloy sheet, 
the mechanical properties are summarized as shown in table 1. 

 
Table 1 – Mechanical properties of the aluminum alloy 

Elastic Modulus 
(GPa) 

Poisson’s 
Ratio 

Yield Strength 
(MPa) 

Ultimate tensile strength 
(MPa) 

Density 

63270 0.28 320 436 2.7E-009
 
FE model. In this study, an aluminum alloy sheet shape is used, 2024-O; 8000 

mm×1300 mm in size with a thickness of 6 mm was utilized.  
An optimization procedure based on the ABAQUS tool was developed, in which the 

input files for the commercial FEM code ABAQUS/Explicit and ABAQUS/Standard.  
Geometrical features of die and punch profiles are described by a series of points in the finite 
element analysis. A common approach is to divide (or disperse) the surface of the die along its 
characteristic profile lines by applying meshing software, after which  are obtained the data 
for all the nodes coordinates, single die and punch surface divided according to this method 
(using the ABAQUS/Explicit code) as in figure 1, where x, y and z is the coordinates of the 
FE model, die and punch were meshed using a rigid element (R3D4); the sheet was meshed 
using 11000 shell elements (S4R), the friction coefficient was assumed as 0.08. The stretch 
bending process consisted of sequential three steps: Pressure force or boundary load of punch 
to the direction Z-axis (F = 220 KN); Pre-stretching, bending; Post-stretching, stretch force to 
X-axis direction with different distance (80, 90, 100, 110, 120 mm) and different angles ( 
0o,5o,10o,15o ) . In figures 2 and 3 shows die and punch from bottom side, also can be seen 
clearly the shape of the workpiece which we worked on. 

 
Figure 1 – FE model 
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Figure 2 – Punch                                                                          Figure 3 – Die 

 
Simulation Results. A series of 20 simulations were carried out : (80, 90, 100, 110, 

120) mm  stretching distance and different angles  ( 0o,5o,10o,15o ) as shown  following. 
First simulation: comparison of four simulations 80 mm stretching distance with (0o, 

5o, 10o, 15o) angles, the best results was at (angle 5o) as in figure 4.  
Second simulation: comparison of four simulations 90 mm stretching distance with 

(0o,5o,10o,15o) angles , the best results was at (angle 15o) as in figure 5. 
 

        
                         Figure 4 – Stretch force 80 mm                               Figure 5 – Stretch force 90 mm 

 

Third simulation: comparison of four simulations 100 mm stretching distance with 
(0o,5o,10o,15o ) angles  , the best results was at (angle 15o) as in figure 6.  

Fourth simulation: comparison of four simulations 110 mm stretching distance with 
(0o, 5o,10o,15o) angles , the best results was at (angle 10o) as in figure 7.  

     
  

Figure 6 – Stretch force 100 mm                             Figure 7 – Stretch force 110 mm 
 
Final simulation: in the last step, comparison of four simulations 120 mm stretching 

distance with (0o,5o,10o,15o ) angles , the best results was at (angle 10o) as in figure 8.  
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After complete comparing 20 simulations, the best five results from (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 
5th) simulations are compared as in (Fig. 9). So, the best result of the springback at stretching 
distance 90 mm with (angle 15o ) as in figure 10. 

      
                  Figure 8 – Stretch force 120 mm                       Figure 9 – Compare 5 results (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th )          

 
Figure 2 – Stretching distance 90 mm with angle 15o  

Summary. The uses of simulation system in the testing process helps to applying all 
the steps on the work piece, which leads to reduce the time of the experiment and save the 
effort and money. The use of the simulation system helps to fast access to the desired results 
and thus apply these results to the actual work piece in the factory. This study allows to 
visualize the process extending for aluminum alloys. An accurate model was obtained at the 
end of the simulation process. Efforts have been made to find the optimization value of 
springback. 
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